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Product Spotlight: RIDGEPRO
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Roof Ventilation Systems

Our RidgePro Roof Ventilation Systems offer efficient performance and energy savings! It is important to circulate
the air within the attic in order to reduce moisture build-up and maximize airflow. In cold climates, the primary
purpose of the ventilation system is to help avoid the formation of ice dams, which are created by melting snow,
and also to vent moisture that moves from the living space up into the attic. In warmer climates, the purpose is
to remove solar heated air from the attic and roof to reduce the home or building’s cooling load and to relieve
strain on the air conditioner. Roof ventilation systems work all year round to ventilate the attic for a more
comfortable living environment.

BEST PRICE, GUARANTEED! *CALL FOR DETAILS!

TRURIDGE

CONTINUOUS RIDGE VENT

RIDGEROLL

EASYFLO

MESH ROLL RIDGE VENT

A mesh ridge vent on a roll that runs
the entire length of the roof peak,
blending into the roof line. EasyFlo
is an efficient system and simple to
install.

-Polypropylene construction

A rigid, externally-baffled ridge vent
that runs the entire length of the roof
peak, blending into the roofline for a
more attractive home. One of the most
efficient systems you can install,
available with or without internal
weather filter.

-Removes excess heat & moisture

-Approved for use with nail gun

-Increases the life of your roof

-Increases the life of your roof

-Sustainable building product

-Made from nylon matrix technology

-Pre-formed nail holes with selfcontained nails

-Nearly invisible

-Gun-nailable

A standard sectional ridge vent of
time tested design and proven
performance. Available in a
configuration to suit your
requirements and your budget.

-Specifically designed with or
without filter

Length: 48” NFA: 18”
*NFA=Net Free Area
This is the open area that exists for air to pass
through. The NFA of your soffits should be
equal to or greater than the ridge vent.

-Polypropylene construction

-Maintains proper orientation of baffle
-Exceeds Department of Energy
recommendations
-Meets all nationally recognized building
codes

Length: 20” NFA: 12”

Length: 20” NFA: 13.5”

Sacks to Mats
Nu-Age Films are high performance polypropylene sheeting products used for many different vapor retarding
and protective cover applications. We seem to be learning more about the versatality of Nu-Age Films every
day. We wanted to include this amazing group called “Sacks to Mats” in our newsletter this month. Sacks to Mats
was formed in Plattsburgh, Missouri in February 2015. A second group was formed in May 2015 in Horton, Kansas.
They found an innovative way to use Nu-Age Films, along with plastic bags you would get from shopping at most
stores, and created a way to make sleeping mats for the homeless. Over 500 plastic bags, along with strips of
Nu-Age Films, make up each mat. The Nu-Age is located on the inside (and is the strength of the mat) while the
cut up strips of plastic bags make up the outer part of the mat. Just one roll of Nu-Age is enough to make 24 mats!
Sacks to Mats then takes the finished mats to nearby cities and they are distributed by groups that work with the
homeless. It is so nice seeing a group of people helping out those less fortunate by donating their time and these
aweseome, strong mats! If you want to get in contact with the Sacks to Mats group, you can email
gramanet@rainbowtel.net or kastayton@yahoo.com To learn more about Nu-Age Films, click HERE.

Happy 10 Year Anniversary, Chad!
On April 6th, 2016 we celebrated Chad Whittington’s 10 year
company anniversary with Insulation Solutions. Chad is one of
our Product Managers who handles many products, including our
under-slab insulation and roofing product lines. He and his wife
Joy have a five year old son, Lucas, who will start kindergarten
this fall. They enjoy boating and being at the lake in their spare
time. Chad is a great asset to our team and we enjoy having him
at Insulation Solutions.

INTEX Expo 2016 - New Orleans
Insulation Solutions exhibits in trade shows throughout the country all year. In April, we participated in
the INTEX Expo, held in New Orleans at the famous Mercedes-Benz Superdome! We displayed many of our
products, including our R-Wall Continuous Insulation panels. It was a fun experience for our staff because
they got to be right on the field where the New Orleans Saints play their home NFL games. You can learn
more about R-Wall by clicking HERE.
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